
PART IL THE ARYA MADURA AND THEIR TEMPLE OF ORIGIN

In the center of the ground stands a pyramid-like altar, with several clearly dis-
tinguished terraces. In contrast to similar grounds mentioned so far, the central
sanctuary has been partly renovated by reinforcing the front side with cemented
Stone slabs. The temple is part of a network of ritual relationships pointing east,
more precisely to various settlements which today are parts of Kesiman.

Apart from the temples along the seashore, a further type of altar has been preserved
In a tiny ground which is otherwise known to me only from so-called Bali Aga vil-
lages, especially Tenganan. It is an altar in the shape of a 'sofa' — i.e., formed like an
open seat made of piled-up coral boulders, elongated like a 'settee' with a low 'back
Iest' (oriented toward the sea). This sanctuary is likewise dedicated to deities of the
netherworld associated with the sea but also with Dalem Peed. In very recent times,
additional halls for offerings have been built into this small sacred compound, which
is simply called P. Prerapan (see map of Pura Prerapan). Until recently, the wide
Stone seat stood on its own in the center of an area enclosed by a coral wall.

The 'owners' of these grounds do not live in Intaran but have relatives there and
belong to the clan of the Mangku of the P. Segara Gede. The officiating Mangku of
the sea temple also directs the rituals here. The owners today live in the neighboring
village of Panjer, but they came originally from Intaran. The ancestor of the lineage
in Panjer was 'blamed for some offense' against a royal family. What this consisted
Of is not reported nor is the puri it concerned. At anyrate, the misdeed was so seri-
ous that the culprit was to pay for his offense with his life and therefore fled. In the
end, he reached the dense forest which then lined the seashore, and near a mighty
tree he prayed for the help and blessing of the gods. It was granted, and his perse-
Cutors did not find him. Out of gratitude, he built this small sanctuary. His relatives,
however, moved to Panjer to start anew in a different place.

. The brief history of this sacred ground is only one aspect of its past and its func-
tion. That is to say, it is also connected, through an outstanding ritual, naro, with a
Kinship group having a decisive influence on the history of Intaran: Arya Madura.

The Arya Madura and Their Temple of Origin

Once every year, on Purnama Kelima (‘full moon of the fifth month'; the date may in
Some instances be postponed by a whole month), the Arya Madura celebrate the day
of their arrival in Bali. In what century this occurred is difficult to estimate although

* PURA PRERAPAN (Br. Batujimbar, Intaran)
1, 4) Tajuk (until recently only tugu, heaps of coral boulders), 2) Gunung Pesimpangan (newly
added shrine), 3) a) Beruna b) "Siwa di Laut" (Wisnu) c) Dalem Peed, Ratu Gede Mas Mecaling.
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